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Part 1: Short Answer Questions  (Criterion A: Analyze)  
Instructions: Please answer each question to the best of your abilities.  
 

1. Describe: What is Historical Context?  
2. Describe: What is Cultural Context? 
3. Explain: Why did Chinese men want wives with bound feet? 
4. Explain: How was China changing during the time period of the novel?  
5. Describe: How did foot binding physically affect women? 
6. Infer: Hanwei and Ailin receive different educations. What does this tell you about 

their society's values? 
7. Analyze: How does Big Uncle treat Ailin? What does this show about him? 
8. Interpret: What does Mother mean when she says that Ailin will have to pay a price 

for being too headstrong? 
9. List: What are the three options Big Uncle gave Ailin about her future, once he told 

her about removing her from school? What choice did she make? 
10. Explain what a concubine is and list three pros and cons of becoming one.  
11. Explain what a farmer is and list three pros and cons of becoming one. 
12. Explain what a nun is and list three pros and cons of becoming one.   
13. Describe: Does Ailin regret staying in America after talking with Hanwei about how 

much China is changing? Why or why not? 
14. Compare and Contrast: How is Ailin like Second Sister? How is she different? 
15. Interpret: Xueyan is proud of her unbound feet. What does this tell you about her? 

 
Part 2: CER Paragraph (Criteria A: Analyze and B: Organize) 
Instructions: Choose ONE of the following prompts and answer the question in a paragraph. 
Remember to use all of CER (Claim, Evidence, Reasoning). 
 
Writing Prompts (Choose ONE) 
 
OPTION 1 - Argue: Ailin's family thinks Ailin will be more beautiful if her feet are bound. How 
do people you know improve their appearance? Do you agree with these practices? Why or 
why not? 
 
 
OPTION 2 - Interpret: Big Uncle, grandmother, and Second Sister have traditional ideas about 
women’s roles. How do Xueyan and Ailin represent a more modern viewpoint? What does 
this tell you about how Chinese society was evolving? 
 
 
 



OPTION 3 - Compare the ancient practice of foot binding to a modern practice, such as 
tattooing or changing one’s hair color. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of each 
practice and what they represent in society. 
 
 
OPTION 4 - Compare: How is Ailin s life with the Warners different from her life at home? 
 
Option 5- Infer: Why do you think Big Uncle decided to help Ailin by sending her money with 
Xueyang after being so hard on her for so long? 
 
 
 


